The Sporthorses and the Guggenheim Box
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Three cubic metres of complete surveillance, no Big Brother, but a lot of sound, dance
and fun: Instead of storing Big Data, The Sporthorses use their sensors to produce
the most volatile possible output: Music.
A thrilling concert-show with a DIY electronic installation. The main instrument
is the Guggenheim Box, being equipped with 28 lightbarriers and many sensors.
Dancing, jumping and airdrumming: The Sporthorses generate electronic music by
crossing light barriers.
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A performance full of energy and madness raising questions about our use and
awareness of technology and an invitation to take on responsability.
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Electronic sounds to make your dancing shoes move, your heart gallop and your
imaginary spaceship take oﬀ!
After the Show: You rock the Box
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About
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The Guggenheim-Box was born in 2016. Since its invention by Jonas
Guggenheim it has been extended by the busy hooves and brains of the
Sporthorses to a multifunctional, magical musicmachine with lots of
shenanigans and completed with selfmade electronic instruments such as a
twostring violin, sliding daisy the guitar, a one-string bass, centipedy the
mechanical sequencer, filterstations or flashing sugar boxes Blinksy.
Since the first touring in 2017, the Sporthorses have constantly worked on
their program and performed a diﬀerent show every year at festivals and
venues in Switzerland, Netherlands, France, Germany, Luxembourg and
Austria.
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2021 the Sporthorses will be touring with The Guggenheim Box 3.0 in a fresh
appearance. Lots of new features, more sensors and striking light decoration.
There are four sporthorses performing an energetic mixture of music, dance and
visual arts.
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The Show is performed by four Sporthorses:
Jonas Guggenheim, Andrea Kirchhofer, Jonas Arnet, Leonie Herlach
sometimes Maja Brönnimann, Thierry Kuster, Arnaud Duvoux, Benno Ernst
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www.thesporthorses.com

We have played at:

!

Stockton Riverside Festival (GB), Cratère Surfaces, Alès (F), Welttheater der
Strasse, Schwerte (D), Blickfelder Festival Zürich, Buskers Bern, Festival
Spoﬃn Amersfoort NL, Street A(rt)nimation Luxembourg, Le Shadok
Strasbourg, Buskers Lugano, Theaterspektakel Zürich, Gauklerfestival
Feldkirch, Pflasterspektakel Linz, Festival Art de Rue Sion, Buskers St.
Gallen and many more galleries, festivals and gardens.
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